
 

Thank you for attending the open house. Please fill in a comment form and share your thoughts with us. 
 

 

 

Downtown Ponoka Action Plan 

LAND USE POLICY AREAS 

o Different parts of the downtown area will play different roles in fulfilling the long term vision. Six 
(6) distinct areas where varying land use policies and directions should be applied. 

o A central aspect is the development of a commercial and mixed use core that encompasses the 
existing development between 50 Street and 51 Street 
and extends along major travel routes. This includes a 
long term focus on 50 Street and the opportunity to 
add an anchor/draw to the north end and gradually fill 
the space between. Similar commercial expansion or 
transition along 48 Avenue continues the trends 
already started along this entranceway to the core 
area. 

o Residential areas will play a key role in the provision of a more intense pattern of residential 
development over time. In the residential areas closest to the commercial/mixed use it may take 
the form of medium and high density using multi-family residential types of buildings. It may also 
take the form of residential use in combination with other uses within the mixed use/commercial 
area. 

o Parks and Open Spaces and Recreation sites provide 
opportunity for interesting areas with their own 
unique character and can draw people to the area. 
Existing spaces are shown on Figure 2 with the Battle 
River Valley being the most significant asset. 

o The existing industrial park is acknowledged and is not likely to be relocated. While close to 
downtown, the industrial use does not pose a significant barrier to revitalization of the overall area. 
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Downtown Ponoka Action Plan 

STREET DESIGN AND FUNCTION 

The public street is the one item that can tie the various parts of the downtown together to move towards 
the future vision. Well designed and attractive streets convey customers, visitors and residents through 
the area. The uniform and regular use of design elements like landscaping, sidewalk patterns and light 
standards gives a sense of a unique place in the community. Attractive, tree lined streets appeal to 
pedestrians and help blend what can sometimes be a diverse architecture along a street. 

Provincial Highway – major thoroughfare managed by the Province and subject to functional plans for 
future intersection changes and landscaping upgrades; opportunity to approach the Province about 
incorporating similar landscaping and streetscape elements once a design is selected 

Major Road – Through Traffic – streets that allow for the flow of traffic into and through the downtown 
area; for the most part existing streets are attractive and already tree lined with the intent to maintain 
their character and function 

Major Commercial Street – Full Streetscape Treatment – streets that connect most of the mixed use and 
commercial core and intended to be redeveloped over time to create a more pleasant and attractive 
space based on the selected streetscape design 

Major Commercial Street – Transitional Streetscape Treatment – streets that link the residential areas to 
the mixed use and commercial area and form an edge or boundary between these areas and intended 
to be redeveloped using a reduced version of  the selected streetscape design;  also, proposed to serve 
as a major connection route to the Community Wellness Centre and Aquaplex sites  

Residential Street – streets that mainly have residential uses along them and are intended to retain 
their existing tree lined character 

Industrial Street – street that serves the existing industrial park and not intended for redevelopment 
based on the selected streetscape design 

Shared Space Street – street that is intended to provide local vehicle access but have the ability to be 
closed off to favour pedestrian only use during special events; design of the space may draw on 
elements used in the selected streetscape design for the major commercial streets and may include its 
own unique elements such as textured or patterned road surface 
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Downtown Ponoka Action Plan 

PEDESTRIAN CONNECTIVITY & CIRCULATION 

The ability to walk and move through downtown without relying on an automobile is a key part of the long 
term vision. An attractive and well connected pedestrian circulation system is critical in getting people out 
of their cars and walking about.  
 
Key ideas and directions are:  
 

o Maintaining the grid network of existing local sidewalks 
throughout the residential and mixed use and commercial 
areas 

o Creating more connections and opportunities for different 
routes into and through downtown 

o Filling in gaps in the sidewalk and trail network such as 
connecting the paths in Centennial Park to the sidewalk 
along 53 Avenue 

o Providing a path and sidewalk from the IGA site to 45 Avenue Crescent 
and then along 45 Avenue Crescent to the Stampede Grounds 

o Providing a path connection from the south end of 50 Street along the 
north side of Highway 53 to access the Community Wellness Centre and 
Stampede Grounds 

o Providing expanded sidewalks (meaning a minimum 6ft width) along key 
routes such as 54 Street, 48 Avenue and 50 Street to make better 
connections to the trail system 

o Adding new sidewalks, expanded sidewalks and trails to the trail system 
within and just outside the river valley to strengthen the connection to 
downtown and provide more walking route options; includes a new trail 
connecting to the gazebo by the old dam site  

o Providing public washroom facilities at key locations to encourage walking and longer visits to the 
downtown  
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Downtown Ponoka Action Plan 

HERITAGE AND ARCHITECTURAL GUIDELINES 

Downtown Ponoka hosts many of the community’s historic buildings 
and sites. The heritage inventory conducted under the Alberta 
Municipal Heritage Partnership Program provides a starting point for 
decisions on individual sites. The architectural guidelines supplied 
through the Alberta Main Street Programme provide direction on 
how renovation of existing and new building construction can reflect 
traditional commercial building design.  
 
The following actions have been identified as a way to preserve the 
existing heritage buildings, identified through the heritage 
inventory, in Downtown Ponoka: 

1. Preserve the best examples of traditional building style and 
provide direction to new buildings to fit in. 

2. Create a heritage themed 
interpretative walk or self-guided 
tour brochures/website. 

3. Implement the Downtown Design 
Guidelines created through the 
Main Street Program. This 
includes adding the guidelines to 
the Town’s Land Use Bylaw.  

4. Ensure that proposed demolition of buildings that are on the 
heritage inventory receive sufficient scrutiny prior to 
approval of any proposed demolition or renovation, to allow 
time for the Town to intervene if necessary 

5. If a building on the heritage inventory is not structurally 
sound and cannot be then the replacement building should 
incorporate some elements of the original building’s 
appearance and design.  

 

 

 

URBAN DESIGN AND SITE LAYOUT 

The proper placement of buildings on a site and their relation to the 
public space can make a significant contribution to the 
attractiveness and sense of comfort in an outdoor space. In a 
traditional downtown setting, this means framing the street with 
buildings along the edge to form a street wall. The following actions 
have been identified to address this: 

1. Promote the development and infilling of street walls 
wherever possible within the mixed use and commercial 
area.  

2. On-site parking should 
be located behind or to 
the side of buildings. 
Parking along the edge 
of a sidewalk should be 
separated through the 
use of a low fence, 
hedge or landscaping 
bed.  

3. Favour building construction at grade over parking lot 
construction.  

4. Where a property has access to a rear lane, this access for 
on-site parking and functions such as solid waste collection.  
Screening in the form of fencing and landscaping should be 
provided. 

5. Take advantage of opportunities to create terminating vistas 
at the end of streets.  

6. Encourage two storey building construction throughout the 
mixed use and commercial area.  

7. Consider the effects of micro-climate when siting buildings 
and mitigate negative impacts on pedestrians, such as winter 
winds, as much as possible. 

 

 

BATTLE RIVER VALLEY 

The valley along the Battle River offers tremendous potential for an 
interesting open space area along the entire east edge of 
Downtown. Constraints to developing this land include private 
ownership, flood hazards, and Federal and Provincial government 
approval. The following actions have been identified for the Battle 
River Valley: 

1. The Town should start a process to negotiate public access of 
all lands in the river valley. 

2. The trail system in the river valley should be expanded to add 
a new trail running north-south along the east side of the 
railway.    

3. Recreation, tourist and cultural oriented activities should be 
added to the river valley lands over time.  

o skating, snow shoeing and cross country skiing in winter; 

o canoe launching facilities; 

o viewing platforms and 
fishing opportunities; 

o camping and day 
picnicking areas; 

o natural trails; 

o additional dog park or 
off-leash area; and 

o interpretative signage programs spanning natural 
environment and cultural features. 

4. Prior to any large, significant public investment in new 
facilities in the river valley, a more detailed design process 
should be undertaken to confirm the suitability of the area. 

5. Trail user amenities within the river valley such as benches, 
landscaping and waste receptacles should be sited to create 
points of interest and comfort.  

6. Continue to organize an annual river clean up along the 
banks of the Battle River and throughout all public lands in 
the river valley. 
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Downtown Ponoka Action Plan 

ATTRACTING PEOPLE TO DOWNTOWN PONOKA 

The success of Downtown Ponoka depends on the ability to attract 
people to the area. Some people will come to enjoy the pleasant 
physical setting; some people will come to their favorite restaurant 
or retailer.  

There is no single action or solution that will make Downtown 
Ponoka successful. It will take efforts on many fronts. The two most 
important ingredients for this effort are a determination to succeed 
and perseverance. 

1. Provide a high quality experience. This relates to the nature 
of the goods and services provided and the type of customer 
experience that is offered. 

2. Expand business hours beyond 6pm to the highest degree 
possible. Communicate regularly about the businesses and 
services that a customer can access after 5pm. 

3. As businesses, coach and support each other in offering high 
quality experiences to all customers; even if they do not 
make a purchase. Hold “business after hour” events or “café 
sessions” to encourage as much cross-marketing between 
businesses as possible. 

4. Demonstrate pride and quality by creating an attractive store 
front appearance that draws people in. This can include the 
quality of building architecture, the use of window displays, 
clear and attractive signage, seasonal decorations, and 
flower pots and benches in front of the business.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INCREASING RESIDENTIAL DOWNTOWN 

The addition of housing and people residing within the mixed 
use/commercial precinct of Downtown and within the adjacent 
residential precincts can be of great benefit to Downtown. It adds 
people to the area for all hours of the day and increases the level of 
activity in the area. 

1. Allow residential dwellings in the mixed use/commercial 
areas either on floors above commercial space or located 
behind a commercial space on the ground floor.  

2. Allow more 
medium and high 
density housing up 
to four floors in 
height in the areas 
between 50 Street 
and 51 Street 
north of 52 
Avenue. 

3. Encourage the development of secondary suites in the low 
density residential areas. 

4. The transition to more intense forms of housing along 
individual streets may take time and create a blend of 
housing forms and densities.  

5. Encourage a sensitive shift from one form and density of 
housing to another by regulating the transition in height and 
building mass and using streets and lanes as points of 
transition. 

6. Promote the use of interesting architectural treatment of 
front and visible side façades for all new residential infill and 
intensification in the residential areas. 

7. Ensure that new building construction in the residential areas 
does not remove existing boulevard trees and retains mature 
front yard landscaping as much as possible. 

8. Explore the possibility of creating a housing construction 
incentive program for the creation of new residential units 
above the main floor. 

CIVIC PLAZA 

There is broad recognition in the community that Downtown Ponoka 
needs a strong focal point and a well-defined gathering space 
capable of hosting scheduled events or just available for hanging 
out. Following the 2007 Retooling Downtown Ponoka report, the 
Town of Ponoka began acquiring land along the south side of 49 
Avenue to construct a civic plaza.  

This street would 
accommodate vehicle use 
and could be blended into 
the plaza to create a larger 
space for special events 
during which vehicle access 
would be restricted.    

1. Explore the possibility of creating a civic plaza and shared 
space street that incorporates 49 Avenue between 50 Street 
and 51 Street and the publicly owned lands along the south 
side of the block.  

2. Take the following into consideration in designing the civic 
plaza and shared space street: 

o micro climatic conditions such as the ability to favour sun 
exposure in the winter and shade in the summer; 

o flexibility of space to accommodate a broad range of 
events; 

o ability to frame or draw attention to the architecture of 
the Provincial Building; 

o ability to visually draw people in from 48 Avenue (a main 
entranceway into the mixed use/commercial area); 

o possible use of at least one water feature; 

o ability to frame or define the edges of the plaza space 
with existing or planned buildings; and 

o space for visitor amenities such as a publicly accessible 
washroom and drinking fountains. 


